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Timeless Tales:
Classics Books for Children
BY CHRISTINA

A.

CLARK

et's face it-the ancient Greco-Roman world is hot these days. The past decade has seen three made-for-TV
miniseries on Homeric epic poetry (the Odyssey, starring Armand Assante, and the recent Helen of Troy)
and Apollonius' Jason and the Argonauts. Gladiator lit up the big screen in 2000, leading to a frenzy in
Hollywood to cash in on the sword-and-sandals craze with productions of Troy, a film based on Homer's Iliad,
starring Brad Pitt as Achilles, the greatest warrior of the Greeks, (opening in May, 2004 ), two rival productions
about the life of Alexander the Great (one starring Leonardo di Caprio, the other, Colin Farrell and Angelina
Jolie), and Hannibal, a project about the Carthaginian general who almost conquered the Romans, played by
Vin Diesel. It is a fine time to be a classicist!

L

Why do these ancient stories still excite so much
interest-three thousand years after Troy fell?
The answer, in a nutshell, is one common to all
great literature-these stories contain themes of
enduring human interest, accessible to young and
old alike. I can personally attest to this. Now a
classicist who teaches at a small, Jesuit liberal
arts university, I fell in love with ancient Mediterranean cultures when I was in elementary school.
I read books on Greek mythology and pored over
National Geographic issues that explored the
archaeology and geology of this region. I was
fascinated by the heroic stories I read and the
beautiful art and architecture I saw. As an undergraduate I investigated several different majors in
the humanities before settling on classics. With
difficulty (and much complaint) I learned Greek
and Latin and after graduation, spent a few years
in the business world before entering graduate

school to earn my Ph.D. in classics from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Now, as the
mother of a 3-year-old daughter who loves books, I
am interested in the kinds of texts about the classical world that are available for young readers.
Because Greco-Roman culture shaped the ideals
of Renaissance Europe and contributed so much to
modern life in terms of philosophy, science, literature, art, and architecture, it is vital for students
to acquire a background in this legacy so they can
understand the world they live in, from our language ( the many Greek and Latin roots of words)
to our architecture, to our forms of government
(the ancient Greeks invented radical democracy,
the Romans contributed the senate to our representational democracy). Because the ancient Mediterranean world was by its nature multicultural and
multi-ethnic, it has much to teach us about living
in our own. As I mentioned above, ancient texts,

Christina Clark is an assistant professor of classical and
Near Eastern studies at Creighton University in Omaha,
Nebraska. Her interests in ancient literature, art, archaeology,
and mythology at all levels, together with her 3-year-old
daughter's love of books, sparked this review of children's
literature on classical subjects. She hopes that teachers will find
it use/ul in introducing their students to these cultures, which
had, and continue to have, such influence on our own.
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in particular, address issues of fundamental human
concern, such as the importance of love, the price
of revenge, the value of friendship, and in general,
how to live a good life in a harsh world.
In examining these texts, I look first for accu-

racy-whether or not the text accurately represents
the original story, history, or material culture it
discusses, then I examine the quality of the narrative and illustrations. If the book isn't entertaining,
children won't read it.

Books about the Epic of Gilgamesh and the Iliad
Zeman, Ludmila. Gilgamesh the King. Illustrations by Ludmila Zeman. (Tundra Books,
1992, ISBN 0-88-776437-1).
Zeman, Ludmila. The Revenge of Ishtar. Illustrations by Ludmila Zeman. (Tundra Books,
1993, ISBN 0-88-776315-4).
Zeman, Ludmila. The Last Quest of Gilgamesh. Illustrations by Ludmila Zeman. (Tundra
Books, 1995, ISBN 0-88-776328-6).

Reading level: Grades 4-6.
Mesopotamian myths and epics were universally known in antiquity. The Epic of Gilgamesh is the oldest surviving Western heroic narrative and as such is a staple of college
freshman classes in world literature or world mythology. A product of Mesopotamian
culture (modern Iraq), it concerns the adventures and life
story of an historical king named Gilgamesh, although
this real king has been transformed into myth by the
time the version of the epic we have was written down
in Akkadian. The story of Gilgamesh is as relevant and
important today as it ever was, because it concerns our
search for the ultimate meaning of human life. Zeman
breaks down the epic into three separate books. The
first book, Gilgamesh the King, retells the story of how
Gilgamesh, king of Uruk (a walled city), became a good
ruler. Initially, Gilgamesh is an inconsiderate and rather
wild king. In response to the prayers of his beleaguered
people, the gods create a wild man, Enkidu, out of mud,
to be a friend for Gilgamesh and to channel his energy
into more positive, heroic activities. The illustrations
are lovely and particularly apt because the author-illustrator has painted them in a style reminiscent of Mesopotamian art. Given the age of
her intended audience, the author changes the story somewhat. In the epic, the temple
prostitute Shamhat was sent by Gilgamesh to tame Enkidu by having sex with him for 7
days and nights. She introduced him to civilized food and dress, and brought him to live
in the city of Uruk. Zeman turns this into a romantic love story between Shamhat and
Enkidu, and portrays Shamhat as fearing to bring Enkidu anywhere near Gilgamesh. I can
see why she would want to leave out the parts of the story inappropriate for her readership, but I would have preferred she do this without changing the story so drastically. She
also repeatedly characterizes Gilgamesh as a cruel tyrant, which unnecessarily changes
Gilgamesh's character. In the epic he is thoughtless rather than intentionally cruel. What
is good is that Zeman emphasizes Enkidu's amazement at the beauty ofUruk. Western
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civilization, and the first cities, emerged in this Fertile Crescent, and Mesopotamians
valued city life as the only type oflife fitting for humans. Gilgamesh learns of the necessity for and the power of friendship in human life when he and Enkidu bond together after
testing each other's physical strength. Zeman follows her narrative with a brief informative text about the epic and Mesopotamian culture, which provides valuable information.
In The Revenge of Ishtar, Zeman recounts the heroic exploits of Gilgamesh and Enkidu.

Most ancient heroes were animal killers, since hunting was training for warfare. In the
epic Gilgamesh suggests a journey to Lebanon to kill the monster Humbaba, who guarded
the Cedar Forest. He wanted to do this to earn himself and Enkidu everlasting heroic
fame, which was the only way humans could gain any sort
of immortality. Instead of being true to the epic, Zeman
changes the story. In her book, Humbaba comes to Uruk
and destroys a temple in which Shamhat was singing, killing her and others. Thus, Gilgamesh kills the monster in
the spirit of revenge, rather than a desire for immortality.
While the illustrations are just as lovely as the first book,
I wish that she had tried to use known representations
of Mesopotamian monsters as her model for Humbaba,
rather than depicting him as a dragon. In admiration for
Gilgamesh's martial prowess, Ishtar, goddess of sex and
war, asks the hero to marry her. In the epic, Gilgamesh
insultingly recounts her history of dead or transformed
husbands before refusing her offer. In Zeman's book,
the hero says that he is happy with his city, his people,
and his friend. In revenge, Ishtar makes Enkidu sicken and die. This
brings Gilgamesh to the heart of the epic-his confrontation with mortality, which is the
subject of the final book, The Last Quest of Gilgamesh, which won The Canada Council's
Governor General's Literary Award.
In The Last Quest of Gilgamesh, Zeman changes the epic by making the dead Shamhat
come back as a bird to give Gilgamesh helpful advice and making the hero rescue a lion
cub who then accompanies him on his journey. I assume that Zeman borrows the spirit (or
ba) bird motif from Egyptian religion, but I fail to see her point in doing so. In the epic,
Gilgamesh leaves civilization to become a wandering wild man, his fear of death prompting his search for immortality. Along the way Gilgamesh meets people who give him the
answer to the meaning of human existence: life in a city with one's family-the pleasures,
joys, and loves of daily life. In particular, Siduri, wine-maker for the gods, advises him to
give up his search and go home. Zeman has Siduri tell Gilgamesh to "drink, dance, and
be happy," which is accurate if abbreviated; however, she also has Siduri ask Gilgamesh
to stay with her, which is not accurate. This seems to be another gratuitous change in the
story. Gilgamesh sails across the sea of death to meet with Utnapishtim, the only human
who has been granted immortality by the gods. Gilgamesh fails a test set by Utnapishtim,
but is granted the gift of the plant of eternal youth. This he loses by accident in the
epic; Zeman has Ishtar take it from him in the form of a snake. Even worse, Zeman has
Gilgamesh meet and embrace the dead Enkidu, sent by Shamhat to help him learn the
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meaning of human life. It is Enkidu, in Zeman's retelling, who tells Gilgamesh that his immortality lies in the
city of Uruk itself. In the epic, Gilgamesh learns this
for himself, as he guides Utnapishtim's exiled boatman
around his city, admiring the walls and temples .
In short, these are beautifully illustrated, well-written
and entertaining books that are based on, but deviate
from, The Epic of Gilgamesh. While I am disappointed
by the changes Zeman made in the story, I would
recommend these books and hope that they motivate
young readers to read the epic for themselves when they
grow up, so that they too will think about what gives
meaning to their lives.
Moore, Christopher. Ishtar and Tammuz: A Babylonian
Myth of the Seasons. Illustrations by Christina Balit. (Kingfisher Books, 1996, ISBN
0-75-345012-7).

Reading level: Grades 3-5.
As the subtitle suggests, this story is based on a Mesopotamian myth explaining seasonal
change. Situated between the great rivers Tigris and Euphrates, the ancient Mesopotamians developed an urban society supported by irrigation agriculture, pastoralism, and
extensive trading. The myth of Ishtar and Tammuz explains the agricultural year. Ishtar
took Tammuz ( aka Dumuzi, "faithful son") as her first lover. Tammuz most likely was a
partly legendary ruler, whose name is preserved in the fourth month of the Mesopotamian
year, June-July. Eventually Ishtar, Queen of Heaven, wished to
have knowledge of the Underworld, as well, the kingdom of her
sister Ereshkigal. But no one who had gone to the Underworld
(that is, died) had ever returned. As the price oflshtar's return to
life, her husband had to take her place. Thereafter, he spent half
of his year (the winter) in the underworld, during which time the
land lay fallow. Every year, when Ishtar and Tammuz reunited,
the earth blossomed with fertility. An important religious festival was the "sacred marriage" in which the king, as high priest
oflnanna (Ishtar), enacted the part of Dumuzi by sleeping with
her high priestess in order to ensure agricultural fertility through
sympathetic magic. As many have noted, this is a myth with
many parallels to the ancient Greek myth of Persephone.

IS11TAR AND TAMM

L

A BAB
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Moore's rendition of this myth changes the marital bond
between Ishtar and Tammuz to that of mother-son. Here Ishtar
sends Tammuz to earth and rejoices in his powers of fertility and
his popularity. Before long, however, growing jealous of her son,
Ishtar orders him killed. Tammuz journeys to the Underworld,
where he is welcomed by Ishtar's sister, Allatu. After Tammuz'
death, the earth withers and crops fail. In desperation, the people
pray to Ishtar for the return of Tammuz. In pity, Ishtar descends
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to the Underworld to retrieve her son. In spite of Allatu's resistance, Ishtar embraces her
son, her mother's tears bringing him back to life. Bitter, Allatu grants them leave to go,
but insists that Tammuz return for 6 months of every year. At the back of the book Moore
explains briefly the Mesopotamian myth and his choice of casting Tammuz as son instead
of lover. He rightly observes that Tammuz is often called "my son" in Ishtar's laments,
but I think that by changing the story as he has, he lessens it. The original myth is one
of Ishtar seeking knowledge and paying a price for it (loss of Tammuz for 6 months). In
Moore's version, we have a jealous mother killing her son, then journeying to retrieve
him after her people complain. It might be disturbing for children to read about a mother
ordering her son killed because people liked him more than they did her.
Finally, Balit's lovely illustrations mix Egyptian and Mesopotamian styles and themes
with bright, modem colors. They enhance the dramatic effect of the narrative.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of the Iliad. Illustrations by Alan
Lee. (Delacorte Press, 1993, ISBN 0-71-120778-X).

Reading level: Grade 5 and up.
The theme of Homer's Iliad is the rage of Achilles and how it affects the course of the
war between the allied Greek forces and the city of Troy on the coast of modern day
Turkey. The first sentence of the epic poem announces this theme: "Sing, goddess, the
rage of Achilles, and its devastation, which set a myriad of hardships on the Achaians,
and threw many strong souls of heroes to Hades, and caused their bodies to be carrion
for dogs and all birds, and the will of Zeus was accomplished, from the time when first
the son of Atreus, lord of men and godlike Achilles stood apart and quarreled." Homer
expected his audience to know the story of the Trojan War already, so they could admire
how he shaped it.
While most of us have heard of the Trojan Horse and know to "beware of Greeks bearing
gifts," it is wise of Sutcliff to begin her book at the beginning of the story, with the Judgment of Paris, the ultimate cause of the war, not mentioned by Homer. In this chapter we
learn how the Trojan prince Paris came to judge the beauty contest between the goddesses
Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite. In return for finding in favor of Aphrodite, the goddess
awarded Paris Helen, already married to the Greek king Menelaus. In time, Paris traveled
to Greece, and in the house of his host Menelaus, Paris met Helen and stole her away to
Asia Minor. This bride-theft motivated Menelaus and his brother Agamemnon to rally a
large Greek army to sail against Troy.
In the next chapters, Sutcliff recounts Achilles' childhood and the gathering of ships
(not narrated by Homer), Achilles' quarrel with Agamemnon (Iliad Book 1), after which
Achilles withdraws from the fighting, the duel between Paris and Menelaus (Iliad Book
3), the Trojan prince Hector's encounter with his wife, Andromache, (at the core of the
much-loved Book 6 of the Iliad), the Greek Embassy to Achilles (Iliad Book 9), and the
reconnaissance expedition by the Greek warriors Diomedes and Odysseus into the Trojan
camps and their acquisition of the horses of King Rhesus (Iliad Book 10). The chapter
"Red Rain" gives the reader a taste of Homer's violent and bloody battle narratives (Iliad
Book 11 ), while "Battle for the Ships" shows the ultimate cost for the Greeks of the
quarrel between Achilles and Agamemnon (Iliad Books 12-15). "The Armor of Achilles"
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represents the action of Book 16 of the Iliad, the turning point of the epic. When his best
friend Patroclus begs Achilles to let him wear his armor in battle to scare the Trojans into
thinking Achilles, having given up his anger, has returned to the fight, Achilles agrees.
Hector kills Patroclus, motivating Achilles to return to battle to avenge his friend, which
Sutcliff recounts in "Vengeance for Patroclus" (Iliad Books 18-22). "Funeral Games"
tells of Achilles' funeral for Patroclus (Book 23), which looks forward to Achilles' own
death and funeral in the near future. Book 24, the final book of the
Iliad, is represented in "Ransom for Hector's." Homer's
version powerfully tells of Hector's father, the elderly King
Priam, sneaking into Achilles' tent to beg him to release
BLACKS IP
Hector's body. Priam kneels, as was customary for a suppliant, but he shockingly also takes Achilles' hands, the hands
BEFORE T OY
The Story of THE ILIAD
that killed his sons, and kisses them. Sutcliff goes astray when
she writes that this gesture was "according to the custom."
Illustrated by ALAN LEE
It most assuredly was not. The gesture was meant to shock
Achilles into listening to Priam's request with compassion and
empathy. Achilles sees in Priam a common suffering, a common humanity, and it is this that causes him to release Hector's
body and grant a truce for his funeral and burial. Still, it is a
great pleasure to see that Sutcliff ends this chapter with the
final sentence of the Iliad: "Such was the burial that they gave
to Hector, Tamer of Horses." The rest of the book deals with
events not narrated in the Iliad, but contained in the epic cycle
that survives only in fragments, Greek tragedy, and Roman epic:
the arrival of the Amazons to fight for Troy; the death of Penthesilea, the Amazon queen; the death of Achilles; the fight for the
arms of Achilles; the tale of Philoctetes; the Wooden Horse; and
the Fall of Troy.
I am impressed that Sutcliff includes epic characteristics in her narrative-heroic epithets (Diomedes of the Loud War Cry, Hector, Tamer of Horses) and similes that hint
at Homer's powerful use of them ("The two war-hosts crashed together, cutting each
other down as reapers cut their way through a field of corn."). It is a pity, however, that
she does not emphasize more Achilles' re-evaluation and rejection of the heroic code,
something that is at the heart of the Iliad. In Iliad Book 9 he explicitly rejects the code
that values things ( cattle, gold, women) as representations of one's honor and chooses a
long life without glory, something anathema to Greek aristocratic warriors. It is only after
Hector kills his best friend that Achilles chooses to fight again, but he fights not for his
own honor and glory, but instead only to avenge Patroclus, after which he knows (from
his goddess mother) that his own death will soon follow. I don't know why Sutcliff chose
to omit this powerful scene of the greatest Greek warrior rejecting his culture's norms
and deciding for himself what he values in life. The Iliad is not just an adventure story
of love and war; it is the story of one man taking a stand against other people's values in
the course of deciding what is most important to him. It is this, together with Homer's
brilliant poetry, that makes the Iliad my favorite work of literature.
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Alan Lee's illustrations reflect a knowledge of Greek art and artifacts and beautifully
represent the events and emotions Sutcliff narrates. Like the events themselves, the
images can be disturbing ( dead and bloody warriors on p. 68).
Fleischman, Paul. Dateline: Troy. (Candlewick Press, 1996, ISBN 1-56-402469-5).

Reading level: Young Adult.
An American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults and a National Council
of Teachers of English Notable Children's Book in the Language Arts, Fleischman's
Dateline: Troy is a powerful presentation of the story of the Trojan War, with its universal
themes of human choice, bravery, foolishness, love, and suffering. He covers the same
events as Sutcliff does, but in a concise, and less literary, way. On the left sides of the
book, Fleischman retells the ancient story, while on the right, he juxtaposes modern headlines from World War I through the Persian Gulf War that echo those events or themes.
While these 20th century historical events are often just as remote to young adults today
as the Trojan War, Fleischman effectively drives home the idea that there is nothing new
under the sun. Human nature is human nature, whether one is a Bronze Age Greek or a
20h century American.
The first entry is characteristically terse: "It began with a nightmare" (p. 10). The
pregnant Trojan queen Hecuba dreamt that she'd given birth to flaming snakes.
Calchas the prophet is called in to interpret the ominous dream: "The child will
bring fire and ruin upon Troy ... When it's born, cut the infant's throat." The facing
page shows an article by New York Times writer Steven Roberts, with the screaming
headline, "Reagans use astrology, aides confirm."
The grieving king and queen are unable to kill their newborn, so they order a herdsman to expose the child on the mountains (infant exposure was a common practice
in the ancient world). When the herdsman comes across the exposed baby still alive
5 days later, he gives him to his wife to raise, telling the king that the child had died.
The juxtaposed article chronicles a "newborn found in dumpster" and rescued by a
passerby.
The Judgment of Paris is coupled with an article on the Miss Universe Pageant.
Thetis' (Achilles' mother) attempt to keep her son from going to war by hiding him
among women is effectively matched with articles from 1973-1991 on efforts to dodge
the draft, the most apropos of which reads "Thousands of mothers protest Yugoslavia
army conscription" (p. 27). The quarrel with Agamemnon that provoked Achilles' anger
arose over the distribution of booty-in this case, an enslaved woman. When Agamemnon
had to return his captive, Chryseis, at the god's command, he took Achilles' captive,
Briseis. Fleischman matches this event with a 1993 article from Washington Post writer
T.R. Reid, entitled "Japan Admits WWII Use of Sex Slaves" (pp. 46-47).
Achilles' vengeful killing of Hector and desecration of his corpse is well matched with
articles about "eye for an eye" gang warfare from around the world (pp. 60-61 ). The
funeral of Patroclus is juxtaposed with a 1990 article about a Memorial Day return of
American remains on the Korean Border (pp. 62-63). The sack of Troy by Greek forces
is faced with the My Lai massacre (pp. 72-72). The return of Agamemnon and his consequent murder by his wife is well met by articles about the human cost of war (pp. 74-75).
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This type of selection and organization of material makes the book a riveting account of
war and its effects on the microcosm of soldiers as well as noncombatants, and on the
macrocosm of the countries involved.
Not all of the events are well matched- it is jarring to see Achilles' withdrawal from
battle juxtaposed with Darryl Strawberry's threats to leave baseball camp over a contract
dispute. Nevertheless, I highly recommend this book for students to learn both about
great literature and events from modern American history. Fleischman ends the book with
a list of well-chosen suggestions for further reading. The inside covers contain maps of
the Aegean with the locations of major Greek cities and Troy.
Geras, Adele. Troy: A Novel. (Harcourt, 2000, ISBN 0-15-204570-8)

Reading level: Young Adult.
In this much lauded book (ALA Best Book for Young Adults, Carnegie Medal finalist,
Whitbread Award finalist, a Publishers Weekly Best Children's Book of the Year, a
Smithsonian Magazine Notable Book for Children) Geras retells the story of the Trojan
War from the perspective of Trojan teenagers: Marpessa, Helen's young handmaid; her
sister Xanthe, nursemaid to Hector's young son; and the boys they love, the aristocratic
Alastor and the Iason the stablehand. Geras structures her tale with 67 chapters, most 3-6
pages long. The chapter headings locate the action within: the Blood Room (the Trojan
infirmary), the plain (where the fighting occurs), Helen's palace, on the walls of Troy,
and so on. We get the events from the Iliad, but rather than experiencing most of them
directly, we learn of them as the noncombatants do. Therefore, they are filtered through
these characters' reactions and feelings. In this way, Geras is able to present the costs of
war again and again-from the first chapter, in which Xanthe awaits the day's first Trojan
casualties, through the last, when Polyxena and Iason bury their dead after they have
surveyed their city's utter destruction.
I like the way Geras has the characters interact with the gods and goddesses who, in
ancient literature, frequently interact and interfere with mortals in daily life as well as in
the Trojan War. However, I grew tired of her use of a narrative device in which she makes
an immortal appear to one of the characters, tell him or her what is happening or what is
destined to happen, only to disappear and be forgotten. I understand that Geras uses this
device to provide her readers with vital information that cannot be made available to the
characters without ruining the plot, but as it happened again and again, it lost its power
and made me impatient with both the characters and the author herself.
Most of the events in Troy are true to the ancient traditions, but Geras does deviate at
times. I was disappointed when she presented Achilles and Patroclus as lovers, for there
is no hint of this in the Iliad. Is close friendship not enough to motivate revenge? To the
ancients, it was. It is also too bad that Geras includes nothing of Achilles' choice between
two fates or his questioning of the heroic code. Still, her focus is on retelling the story
through Trojan eyes. They cannot be expected to be aware of what is happening inside the
Greek camp.
Geras' characters are complex and believable. She makes us care about them and
empathize with their pain. From the lowliest servant to the king and queen of Troy, all
suffer from starvation, fear, and sorrow at the deaths of loved ones. The subplot of the
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teenage love stories serves to alleviate the horrors of war and in the end, gives hope to the
survivors. This book includes death in various forms (including the killing of Astyanax,
Hector's toddler), sex, and other adult themes such as abortion and miscarriage. In sum,
this book is a page-turner that I recommend with pleasure for students mature enough for
its themes of human suffering and endurance.

Books Concerned with Famous, Mythical Monsters
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Cyclops. Illustrations by Leonard Everett Fisher. (Holiday House,
1991, ISBN 0-82-340891-4).

Reading level: Grades 3-5.
The cover of this book is a fine indication of what is inside: Fisher's dramatic representation of the wild, man-eating, one-eyed giant Polyphemus incites interest from the start.
His introduction to the story is concise and to the point. He distills Homer's account,
taking out the poetry but keeping the narrative excitement in
a style appropriate to his target audience. The illustrations use
bold colors and simple lines; their size dominates the page and
the text. In Homer, the encounter with Polyphemus shows how
Odysseus' characteristic wily intelligence gets him both in and
out of trouble-in Fisher's retelling, he inexplicably leaves out
Odysseus' big mistake that causes him to wander many more
years before he returns home. Trapped in Polyphemus' cave
as the giant eats his men, Odysseus tells him that his name is
"No-man." When blinded by Odysseus and his men, the Cyclops
screams that "No-man is hurting him," with the result that the
other Cyclopes don't come to his aid. However, having used his
intelligence to get out of the cave and back on his ship, Odysseus, in Homer, can't resist telling Polyphemus his real name,
claiming credit and honor for his ruse. As a result, Polyphemus
tells his father Poseidon, god of the sea, what Odysseus had
done. Poseidon then persecutes Odysseus on the sea, delaying
his return. I think that Fisher would have made his retelling
more powerful by including this, for it would have given teachers the opportunity to lead a discussion with students about the
dangers of getting too confident in one's intelligence and ability
to use it to get out of trouble. While the story and the illustrations contain gruesome elements, the author's target audience should enjoy both.

Spinner, Stephanie. Snake Hair. Illustrations by Susan Swan. (Grosset & Dunlap, 1999,
ISBN 0-44-841981-5).

Reading level: Grades 1-3.
This is a charming retelling of the story of Medusa, the Gorgon-headed maiden slain
by the Greek hero Perseus. The scene of Perseus slaying Medusa was very popular on
ancient Greek vases, and this book for young readers shows why. Medusa was a beautiful girl but vain~she even bragged that her hair was more beautiful than the goddess
Athena's. As a punishment, the gods turned her into a monster with snakes in place of her
lovely hair. Medusa had become so ugly that the mere sight of her turned people to stone.
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Later, the young hero Perseus was challenged by his king to kill her (monster-killing is a traditional heroic activity). With the gods' help, Perseus was able to slay
Medusa and to use her head as a weapon, first to rescue a damsel in distress and
then to preserve his life from the jealous king. I have only one criticism-Spinner
helpfully gives pronunciations for the Greek names, but one is incorrect. Perseus
should be pronounced PUR-see-us, not PUR-sus.

CLARK
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The cut paper and gold foil illustrations are colorful, dramatic, and intriguing.
Swan mixes ancient artifacts with modern representations to good effect, and I love
her inclusion of an authentic Geometric period mourning scene on a box containing
Medusa's head.
Angeletti, Roberta. The Minotaur of Knossos. Illustrations by Roberta Angeletti.
(Oxford University Press, 1999, ISBN 0-19-521557-5).

Reading Level: Ages 8-12.
This English translation of an Italian book follows the remarkable adventures of a
happy-go-lucky boy named Robbie who has difficulty getting up for school in the
morning and doing his homework at night. One night he sits down to read his history
assignment on ancient Crete. To his great surprise he wasn't bored at all by the stories of
King Minos and the dreaded Minotaur (a monster with a man's body
and a bull's head). After reading about how the young hero Theseus
had killed the Minotaur and gotten out of the labyrinth, Robbie falls
asleep. He dreams that he is in Minos' palace, Knossos-conversing
with Sir Arthur Evans, its English excavator. Setting out in search
of his dog, Pip, Robbie encounters two Cretan children, a boy and
a girl, who tease him. Eventually he finds a leash, but when he tugs
it, out comes the Minotaur instead of his dog! Angeletti provides a
story to which most children can relate while creating illustrations
that accurately represent Cretan art and artifacts from Knossos. Pages
30-32 give informational text about the Cretans and Minoan culture,
mythology, and history in general. I highly recommend this beautiful,
entertaining and educational book about the pre-Greek inhabitants of
Crete.
Yolen, Jane and Harris, Robert J. Odysseus in the Serpent Maze.
(HarperTrophy, 2001, ISBN 0-06-44084 7-7).

Reading Level: Ages 8-12.
In this entertaining and fast-paced novel, Yolen and Harris invent
adventures for the 13-year-old Odysseus and his best friend Mentor.
Having grown up listening to tales of the Argonauts and their heroic
voyage to win the Golden Fleece, Odysseus longs for adventure. In
ancient Greece, boys trained for warfare from an early age, learning to hunt animals in
preparation for hunting men. Fittingly, we first meet Odysseus in the midst of a boar hunt,
hoping to kill the beast and gain glory as a result. In this way the authors build on information from the ancient epic cycle and Homeric poems-Homer tells us that Odysseus
was wounded in the leg during a boar hunt in his teens. On the way home from visiting
relatives, Odysseus and Mentor are lost at sea, captured by pirates, and stranded, together
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with the Spartan princesses Helen and Penelope, on Crete. Eventually, Odysseus must use
both his brain and his brawn to get them all out of trouble and back home.
Yolen and Harris do a terrific job of creating for their protagonists plausible and funny
situations in which both Odysseus and Penelope are able to show the cunning intelligence
they are famous for in Homer's Odyssey. The authors also include accurate information about Greek myth, history, and architecture as background to their tale. At the end,
they include a chapter "What is true about this story?" that explains their approach to
this book: "We have taken the Odysseus of the Odyssey and the Iliad and projected him
backward, using what archaeologists have told us about the civilization he would have
inhabited if he had been a real man. Or a young hero" (p. 248). I am sure that preteens
and teens alike will enjoy reading this novel and profit from the literary, cultural, and
historical information about the Greeks provided within.

An Informational Text About Ancient Life
Chelepi, Cris. Growing Up in Ancient Greece. Illustrations by Chris Molan. (Troll, 1993,
ISBN 0-81-672720-1).

Reading Level: Grades 3-5.
Chelepi provides an overview of ancient Greek culture and society in this informational
text. This is exactly the sort of book I devoured as a child. It covers, in the level of detail
and factual information appropriate for young readers, much of the basic
material one would present to students in a college Greek civilization
. GROWING UP IN·
class, except that the text focuses mostly on the experiences of children
~-.r
and young adults in classical Greece. After a general introduction with
a map of Greece and representations of typical terracotta artifacts and
CHRIS CHELEPI
a chapter on Athens, Greece's most famous city, follow discussions of
rural life, education, religion, clothing, domestic architecture, food, and
gendered social roles (warriors and wives). I like the way the author is
careful to balance the information given about the experiences of boys
and girls, making it equally appealing to all readers. Chelepi ends the
book with a short "Fact file" of basic information on science, oratory,
theater, writing, and philosophy. Overall, the illustrations are colorful,
accurate, and appealing.

An-~-..

eece

There are some inaccuracies-for example, the illustration presents
boys and men exercising in clothes (pp. 12-13), whereas in reality
they exercised nude. I assume (perhaps wrongly) that Molan clothed
the athletes in respect for American modesty rather than ignorance of
Greek custom, for nude male figures appear appropriately on a representation of a pot on
page 4. Another inaccuracy can be found on page 14, where Chelepi asserts that fathers
made sacrifices to the gods in thanksgiving for their 3-year-old children's survival. In
reality, such sacrifices were made only for boys. Naturally, in a book such as this, the
author cannot accurately represent life in ancient Greece as it truly was, for it varied
from city to city, region to region, and over time. Still, this is a good introduction to life
in ancient Greece, one that hopefully will lead students to investigate more sophisticated
texts as they grow older.
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2004 ALA AWARD WINNERS
NEWBERY AWARD

*

The Tale of Despereaux: Being the Story of a Mouse, a Princess, Some Soup, and a Spool of
Thread by Kate DiCamillo
Newbery Honor Books
❖ Olive's Ocean by Kevin Henkes
❖An American Plague: The True and Terrifying Story of the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1793 by Jim
Murphy

CALDECOTT AWARD

*

The Man Who Walked Between the Towers by Mordicai Gerstein
Caldecott Honor Books
❖ Ella Sarah Gets Dressed, illus. and written by Margaret Chodos-lrvine
❖ What Do You Do With a Tail Like This? illus. and written by Steve Jenkins and Robin Page
❖ Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus, illus. and written by Mo Willems

CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARDS
Author Award

*

The First Part Last by Angela Johnson
Honor Books for Author
❖ Days of Jubilee: The End of Slavery in the United States by Patricia C. and Fredrick L.
McKissack
❖ Locomotion by Jacqueline Woodson
❖ The

Battle of Jericho by Sharon M. Draper
Illustrator Award

*

Beautiful Blackbird illus. and written by Ashley Bryan
Honor Books for Illustrator
❖Almost to Freedom illustrated by Colin Boatman, written by Vaunda Micheaux Nelson

❖ Thunder Rose, illustrated by Kadir Nelson, written by Jerdine Nolen
CORETTA SCOTT KING/JOHN STEPTOE NEW TALENT AUTHOR AWARD

*
*
*

Author: Hope Anita Smith for The Way a Door Closes
Illustrator: Elbrite Brown for My Family Plays Music

MICHAEL L. PRINTZ AWARD

The First Part Last by Angela Johnson
Michael L. Printz Honor Books
❖A Northern Light by Jennifer Donnelly
❖ Keesha's House by Helen Frost
❖ Fat Kid Rules the World by K.L. Going
❖ The Earth, My Butt and Other Big Round Things by Carolyn Mackler

[This is a list of the major award-winning books reviewed in the Michigan Reading Journal during 2003.
The list continues on page 70.]
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PURA BELPRE AWARD
ILLUSTRATOR

*

Just a Minute: A Trickster Tale and Counting Book written & illus. by Yuyi Morales
Honor Books for Illustration
❖ First Day in Grapes, illustrated by Robert Casilla, written by L. King Perez
❖ The Pot That Juan Built, illustrated by David Diaz, written by Nancy Andrews-Goebel
❖ Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez, illustrated by Yuyi Morales, written by Kathleen Krull
AUTHOR

*

Before We Were Free by Julia Alvarez
Author Award Honor Books
❖ Cuba 15 written by Nancy Osa
❖ My Diary from Here to There/ Mi diario de aquf hasta al/a by Amada Irma Perez, illustrated by Maya
Christina Gonzalez
ROBERT F. SIBERT AWARD

*

An American Plague: The True and Terrifying Story of the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1793 by Jim
Murphy
Sibert Honor Book
❖ Face the Wind written by Vicki Cobb, illustrated by Julia Gorton
MARGARET A. EDWARDS AWARD (lifetime contribution to young adult literature)

*
*

Ursula K. LeGuin

MILDRED L. BATCHELDER AWARD

Run, Boy, Run by Uri Orlev, translated by Hillel Halkin
Honor Book
❖ The Man Who Went to the Far Side of the Moon: The Story of Apollo 11 Astronaut Michael Collins by
Bea Uusma Schyffert, translated by Emi Guner.

2004 MITTEN AWARDS

*

Old Cricket by Lisa Wheeler
Mitten Honor Books
❖ Sahara Special by Esme Raji Codell
❖ The Tale of Despereaux by Kate Dicamillo
❖ G is for Goat by Patricia Polacco

2003 THUMBS UP! AWARD

*

America: A Novel by E.R. Frank.
Thumbs Up Honor Books
❖Ashes of Roses by Mary Jane Auch
❖ This Lullaby by Sarah Dessen
❖ House of the Scorpion by Nancy Farmer
❖ Stoner & Spaz by Ron Koertge

For information about books mentioned on this list, contact Dr. Linda Pavonetti pavonett@oakland.edu
(248-370-4683) or visit http://www.ala.org or http://www.mla.lib.mi.us/
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